PROCEEDINGS OF THE ADDITIONAL DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION (GENERAL), THIRUVANANTHAPURAM


Read:-1) Revision petition from the Manager dated, 06/06/2013.

ORDER No.EM2/44749/2013/DPI/K.Dis Dated: 05.03.2014

The Manager, Tharakan H.S, Angadipuram appointed Smt. Neethu.M.R as H.S.A(English) from 02.01.2012 onwards against the promotion vacancy of Sri. Anoop.S as H.S.S.T. The District Educational Officer, Malappuram rejected this appointment on the ground that the promotion of Sri.Anoop.S as H.S.S.T has not been approved. Hence there is no absolute vacancy to provide the appointee.

The appeal preferred to the Deputy Director of Education, Malappuram against the order of the District Educational Officer, Malappuram was also rejected for the reason that the appeal was belated.

The Manager filed Revision appeal to this office. The case has been examined in detail in consultation with the District Educational Officer, Malappuram.

Now the promotion in respect of Sri.Anoop.S as H.S.S.T has been approved as per Order No. A2/13975/2011(g) dated, 11.10.2012 of the Regional Deputy Director, Higher Secondary Education, Kozhikode. The Revision appeal in respect of Smt. Sangamithra.P, Senior hand regarding the appointment with effect from 06/12/2011 has been allowed from this office as per Order No. EM2-44750/13/DPI/K.Dis dated, 28/10/2013. So there is absolute vacancy to accommodate the appointee. Hence the appeal of the Manager deserves consideration.
In the circumstances stated above, the Revision appeal preferred by the Manager, Tharakan HS, Angadipuram to approve the appointment of Smt. Neethu.M.R is hereby allowed. The District Educational Officer, Malappuram is directed to approve the appointment of Smt. Neethu.M.R as H.S.A (English) from 02.01.2012 to 31.03.2012 on daily wages basis and from 04.06.2012 onwards on regular scale, if it is otherwise in order.

LRAJAN
ADDITIONAL DIRECTOR OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION (GENERAL)
FOR DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

Copy to,

1. The Manager, Tharakan H.S, Angadipuram, Malappuram.
2. The Deputy Director of Education, Malappuram.
3. The District Educational Officer, Malappuram.
6. Superintendent, NEP Section.
7. Stock File
8. Spare.